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Brandon Sanderson's White Sand Vol 3 Original Graphic Novel
Armor up for a metal-pounding explosion of action, adventure and amazing speculation by topnotch
writers including Nebula-award winner Jack McDevitt, Sean Williams, Dan Abnett, Simon Green, and
Jack Campbell on a future warrior that might very well be just around the corner. Science fiction
readers and gamers have long been fascinated by the idea of going to battle in suits of powered combat
armor or at the interior controls of giant mechs. It's an armor-plated clip of hard-hitting tales featuring
exoskeleton adventure with fascinating takes on possible future armors ranging from the style of personal
power suits seen in Starship Troopers and Halo to the servo-controlled bipedal beast-mech style
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encountered in Mechwarrior and Battletech. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).

Perfect State
Schlock Mercenary
The Accidental Highwayman is the first swashbuckling adventure for young adults by talented author
and illustrator, Ben Tripp. In eighteenth-century England, young Christopher "Kit" Bristol is the
unwitting servant of notorious highwayman Whistling Jack. One dark night, Kit finds his master
bleeding from a mortal wound, dons the man's riding cloak to seek help, and changes the course of his
life forever. Mistaken for Whistling Jack and on the run from redcoats, Kit is catapulted into a world of
magic and wonders he thought the stuff of fairy tales. Bound by magical law, Kit takes up his master's
quest to rescue a rebellious fairy princess from an arranged marriage to King George III of England. But
his task is not an easy one, for Kit must contend with the feisty Princess Morgana, gobling attacks, and a
magical map that portends his destiny: as a hanged man upon the gallows. Fans of classic fairy-tale
fantasies will find much to love in this irresistible YA debut by Ben Tripp, the son of one of America's
most beloved illustrators, Wallace Tripp (Amelia Bedelia). Following in his father's footsteps, Ben has
woven illustrations throughout the story. "Delightful and charming. A swashbuckling adventure in the
vein of Robert Louis Stevenson." —#1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson At the
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Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Jed and the Junkyard War
Brandon Sanderson is one of the most innovative and prolific authors writing today, and Tor Books is
proud to share with you two of his most exciting series: The Stormlight Archive and Mistborn. This
electronic sampler contains part one of The Way of Kings, book one in The Stormlight archive, and the
first five chapters of Mistborn, book one of the Mistborn series. We hope that you'll enjoy this look into
the rich imagination of #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Snapshot
24 Award-Winning Authors and Illustrators Accompanied by Orson Scott Card, Brandon Sanderson,
Jody Lynn Nye, Jerry Pournelle, Ciruelo and Echo Chernik and Edited by David Farland Your search
for something new and different in sci-fi and fantasy ends here. Presenting this year’s collection of fresh
voices, fabulous worlds, and fantastic new characters. Each year, the Writers and Illustrators of the
Future Contests’ blue-ribbon judges search the world to discover and introduce to you the very best
new talent in sci-fi and fantasy. Created by L. Ron Hubbard, whose commitment to help new writers
and artists gave rise to the annual Writers of the Future anthologies—a launching pad for writers and
artists who are sure to command our attention for decades to come. “Writers of the Future, as a contest
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and as a book, remains the flagship of short fiction.” —Orson Scott Card “The best new stories by
new writers, anywhere.” —Larry Niven “These are the people who are going to be creating trends.”
—Brandon Sanderson “Science fiction as a genre has always looked to the future and the Writers of the
Future looks to the future of science fiction.” —Kevin J. Anderson “See the best of the best culled for
you, curated and selected in a single volume every year.” —Robert J. Sawyer Wondrous and powerful
tales from some of the world’s best new writers Turnabout—Djinn are famous for twisting your words
so they don’t really grant your wish, but two can play that game. A Smokeless and Scorching
Fire—Deacon is a government official, and he’s afraid he’ll stay that way if he can’t break his
conditioning. The Howler on the Sales Floor—It’s easy making sales when you can send images of
despair into the hearts of your clients. The Minarets of An-Zabat—Alder seeks the secrets of the
Windcallers’ magic, but his curiosity may destroy the people he loves. The Death Flyer—Jim Bellamy
tries to save the life of a girl who died in the wreckage of a train ten years ago. Odd and Ugly—A tree
giant takes in a housekeeper, but she has more secrets than either of them can handle. Mara’s
Shadow—An ancient myth might provide the key to curing a disease that threatens all of humanity. The
Lesson—A lesson on philosophy in action turns into a deadly encounter. What Lies Beneath—A
powerful sorcerer has so disgraced himself, he is afraid of what his family will think should he ever die
and meet them on the other side. The Face in the Box—Cara discovers a floating farm parked over her
land, blocking the sunlight, and must confront the driver. Flee, My Pretty One—In a world controlled
by dragons and their henchmen, rock singer Josephine really only wants “death to all collaborators.”
Illusion—Even a court wizard will struggle to fight off armies if his weapons pack no actual punch. A
Bitter Thing—You can put an end to something wondrous, but only at a cost. Miss Smokey—Lily’s
ability to shift shapes into a bear offers some strange challenges. All Light and Darkness—On a far
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world, a nameless man meets a woman of ancient genetic stock, and when trouble follows in his wake, he
must choose: her life or his humanity?

Shadows for Silence in the Forests of Hell
The perfect gift for fans of the Maze Runner series, this boxed set includes all three hardcover editions of
#1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson's Reckoners series--Steelheart, Firefight, and
Calamity. Find out what James Dashner called "fantastic," with "relentless" suspense and an "explosive"
climax. How far would you go for revenge if someone killed your father? If someone destroyed your city?
If everything you ever loved was taken from you? David Charleston will go to any lengths to stop the
Epics. But to exact revenge in this new world, David will need the Reckoners--a shadowy group of rebels
bent on maintaining justice. And it turns out that the Reckoners might just need David, too. Praise for
the Reckoners Series: "Another win for Sanderson . . . he's simply a brilliant writer. Period." --Patrick
Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind [STAR]
"Snappy dialogue, bizarre plot twists, high-intensity action, and a touch of mystery and romance . . .
leaves [readers] panting for the sequel." --Booklist, Starred "Action-packed."--EW.com "Compelling. . . .
Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick up on to distract from the more
dramatic reveals he has in store." --The A.V. Club "An absolute page-turner.""--Publishers Weekly "A
straight-up Marvel Comics-style action drama."--Kirkus Reviews

Legion
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Winner of an English PEN award, Strange Beasts of China is a disquieting bestiary that blurs the line
between human and beast told with stylistic verve by one of most exciting voices in contemporary
Chinese literature In the fictional Chinese town of Yong'an, monsters and spirits live, almost
indistinguisably, alongside humans. Strange Beasts of China follows the narrator, an amateur
cryptozoologist, as she attempts to document each type of beast with the help of her former professor
and his enigmatic assistant. From the Sacrificial Beasts, who can't stop dying, to the Heartsick Beasts,
who are genetically engineered to be as loyal and loving as possible, each chapter introduces a new beast
and dives deeper into a mystery that threatens the narrator's very sense of self. In prose that is both
whimsical and daring, Yan Ge guides the reader through the underbelly of a chillingly uncanny world
and questions what it really means to be human.

The Death House
A 2016 HUGO AWARD NOMINEE FOR BEST NOVELLA From the author of Legion and the #1
New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive comes an action-filled novella about privilege, culture
clash, and expectations. God-Emperor Kairominas is lord of all he surveys. He has defeated all foes, has
united the entire world beneath his rule, and has mastered the arcane arts. He spends his time sparring
with his nemesis, who keeps trying to invade Kai's world. Except for today. Today, Kai has to go on a
date. Forces have conspired to require him to meet with his equal—a woman from another world who
has achieved just as much as he has. What happens when the most important man in the world is forced
to have dinner with the most important woman in the world?
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Brandon Sanderson Sampler
Read the final book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Reckoners series by worldwide bestselling
author Brandon Sanderson! When Calamity lit up the sky, the Epics were born. David's fate has been
tied to their villainy ever since that historic night. Steelheart killed his father. Firefight stole his heart.
And now Regalia has turned Prof, his closest ally, into a dangerous enemy. David knew Prof's secret,
and kept it even when Prof struggled to control the effects of his Epic powers. But facing Obliteration in
Babilar was too much. Once the Reckoners' leader, Prof has now embraced his Epic destiny. He's
disappeared into those murky shadows of menace Epics are infamous for the world over, and everyone
knows there's no turning back. . . . But everyone is wrong. Redemption is possible for Epics--Megan
proved it. They're not lost. Not completely. And David is just about crazy enough to face down the most
powerful High Epic of all to get his friend back. Or die trying. Praise for the Reckoners series: #1 New
York Times Bestselling Series "Another win for Sanderson . . . he's simply a brilliant writer. Period."
--Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind
"Action-packed." --EW.com "Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for
readers to pick up on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store." --The A.V. Club

Steelheart
Read the e-novella from the #1 New York Times bestselling Recokners series: Steelheart, Firefight, and
Calamity! Brandon Sanderson, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Words of Radiance,
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coauthor of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time series, and creator of the internationally bestselling
Mistborn trilogy, presents Mitosis, a short story set in the action-packed world of Steelheart, Firefight,
and Calamity: the Reckoners series, exclusively available in the digital format. Epics still plague
Newcago, but David and the Reckoners have vowed to fight back. Praise for the Reckoners Series: #1
New York Times Bestselling Series “Another win for Sanderson . . . he’s simply a brilliant writer.
Period.” —Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of
the Wind “Action-packed.” —EW.com “Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases
enough for readers to pick up on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store.” —The
A.V. Club

Calamity
A novella from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, Legion is a fast-paced, witty,
and supremely fun thriller with a psychological bent. Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It’s his
hallucinations who are mad. A genius of unrivaled aptitude, Stephen can learn any new skill, vocation,
or art in a matter of hours. However, to contain all of this, his mind creates hallucinatory
people—Stephen calls them aspects—to hold and manifest the information. Wherever he goes, he is
joined by a team of imaginary experts to give advice, interpretation, and explanation. He uses them to
solve problems…for a price. His brain is getting a little crowded, however, and the aspects have a
tendency of taking on lives of their own. When a company hires him to recover stolen property—a
camera that can allegedly take pictures of the past—Stephen finds himself in an adventure crossing
oceans and fighting terrorists. What he discovers may upend the foundation of three major world
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religions—and, perhaps, give him a vital clue into the true nature of his aspects. -------------------- A note
from the publisher: Brandon will send a free copy of this ebook to anyone who purchased the
Subterranean Press hardcover. See the title page in the ebook preview for details.

Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds
The Accidental Highwayman
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From Brandon Sanderson, the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Reckoners series, Words of Radiance, and the internationally bestselling Mistborn series,
comes the first book in an epic new series about a girl who dreams of becoming a pilot in a dangerous
world at war for humanity's future. Spensa's world has been under attack for decades. Now pilots are the
heroes of what's left of the human race, and becoming one has always been Spensa's dream. Since she
was a little girl, she has imagined soaring skyward and proving her bravery. But her fate is intertwined
with her father's--a pilot himself who was killed years ago when he abruptly deserted his team, leaving
Spensa's chances of attending flight school at slim to none. No one will let Spensa forget what her father
did, yet fate works in mysterious ways. Flight school might be a long shot, but she is determined to fly.
And an accidental discovery in a long-forgotten cavern might just provide her with a way to claim the
stars. Praise for Skyward: A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year "Startling revelations and stakesraising implicationsSanderson plainly had a ball with this nonstop, highflying opener, and readers will
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too."--Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review "With this action-packed trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a
resourceful, fearless heroine and a memorable cast[and] as the pulse-pounding story intensifies and
reveals its secrets, a cliffhanger ending sets things up for the next installment."--Publishers Weekly,
Starred Review "It is impossible to turn the pages fast enough."--Booklist "Sanderson delivers a
cinematic adventure that explores the defining aspects of the individual versus the society[and] fans of
[his] will not be disappointed."--SLJ Praise for Brandon Sanderson's Reckoners series: #1 New York
Times Bestselling Series "Another win for Sanderson . . . he's simply a brilliant writer. Period."--Patrick
Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind "Actionpacked."--EW "Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick up
on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store."--AV Club

Sixth of the Dusk
Of the son of a High Duke of the interstellar Empire, much glory is expected. And expected. And still
expected, despite endless proof that young Dennison Crestmar has no talent whatsoever for war. But the
life Dennison is forced to live will have its surprising lessons to impart Brandon Sanderson's novels
include Elantris, the Mistborn series (Mistborn, The Well of Ascension, and The Hero of Ages),
Warbreaker, and the several volumes of the Stormlight Archive beginning with 2010's The Way of
Kings. Following the death of Robert Jordan in 2007, Jordan's wife and editor Harriet McDougal
recruited Sanderson to finish Jordan's multi-volume fantasy series The Wheel of Time from Jordan's
extensive drafts and notes. Published in 2009, The Gathering Storm, by Jordan and Sanderson, is the
first of the three volumes that will conclude Jordan's epic. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
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sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

No Place Like Oz
Underpowered and overwhelmed, Kenton tries to hold the Sand Masters together as forces political and
personal conspire against them. Now, in one final push, Kenton must tap the most dangerous depths of
his own abilities to combat the enemies within his own guild, and discover the truth behind the ambush
that killed his father and almost destroyed the Sand Masters for good.

Monster Hunter Siege
Skyward
In 2005, Brandon Sanderson debuted with Elantris, an epic fantasy unlike any other then on the market.
To celebrate its tenth anniversary, Tor is reissuing Elantris in a special edition, a fresh chance to
introduce it to the myriad readers who have since become Sanderson fans. This new edition begins with
a preface by author Dan Wells, the first person to read the completed novel, and a new afterword by
Sanderson explaining how he came to write the book and its place in the Cosmere, the unified universe
of all his Tor novels. Also included is an expanded version of the "Ars Arcanum" appendix, with more of
the technical details of the book's magic that fans can never get enough of. Elantris was truly a milestone
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both for Sanderson and for the genre of epic fantasy. It deserves this special treatment, something Tor
has done only once before, with Orson Scott Card's Ender's Game. Sanderson fans old and new will be
excited to discover it.

Hide Me Among the Graves
Mitosis: A Reckoners Story
#6 in multiple New York Times bestseller Larry Correia’s Monster Hunter series. GO BIG OR GO
HOME When Monster Hunter International's top hunter, Owen Zastava Pitt, was given a tip about
some hunters who had gone missing in action, he didn’t realize their rescue mission would snowball
into the single biggest operation in MHI's history. Their men are being held prisoner in a horrific
nightmare dimension, and the only way to reach them is through the radioactive ruins of a monsterinfested war zone. As if that wasn't bad enough, it’s also the home base of the powerful creature behind
the devastating attacks on the Last Dragon and Copper Lake. It turns out ancient gods of chaos really
hate trespassers. But this god picked a fight with the wrong crew, and now MHI wants payback. Calling
on their allies, a massive expedition is formed, and with the odds stacked against them, a legion of
hunters goes to war. It’s D-Day at the City of Monsters. About: Monster Hunter Siege: "Correia’s
latest slugfest between men and demons covers all the bases: heavy-duty weaponry, slick military banter,
humor, tough evil dudes, and a strong-jawed hero who’s ready to save the world."—Publishers Weekly
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About Larry Correia’s Monster Hunter series: “…once it grabs a hold of you it can be a tough fight
to put [it] down.” –iGeekOut “[A] no-holds-barred all-out page turner that is part science fiction,
part horror, and an absolute blast to read.”—Bookreporter.com “If you love monsters and action,
you’ll love this book. If you love guns, you’ll love this book. If you love fantasy, and especially horror
fantasy, you’ll love this book.”—Knotclan.com “A gun person who likes science fiction—or, heck,
anyone who likes science fiction—will enjoy [these books]…The plotting is excellent, and Correia makes
you care about the characters…I read both books without putting them down except for work…so
whaddaya waitin’ for? Go and buy some…for yourself and for stocking stuffers.”—Massad Ayoob
“This lighthearted, testosterone-soaked sequel to 2009's Monster Hunter International will delight fans
of action horror with elaborate weaponry, hand-to-hand combat, disgusting monsters, and an endless
stream of blood and body parts.”—Publishers Weekly About Larry Correia: “[E]verything I like in
fantasy: intense action scenes, evil in horrifying array, good struggling against the darkness, and most of
all people—gorgeously flawed human beings faced with horrible moral choices that force them to
question and change and grow.”—Jim Butcher on Son of the Black Sword The Monster Hunter Series
Monster Hunter International Monster Hunter Vendetta Monster Hunter Alpha Monster Hunter
Legion Monster Hunter Nemesis Monster Hunter Siege Monster Hunter Memoirs: Grunge The
Monster Hunters (Omnibus contains Monster Hunter International, Monster Hunter Vendetta, and
Monster Hunter Alpha)

Chester, I Love You
From the Sunday Times bestselling author of 13 Minutes comes a heart-breaking, heart-stopping tale of
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love, life and death which will take your breath away. Toby is a boy who has forgotten how to live. Clara
is a girl who was born to die. Toby's life was perfectly normal . . . Taken from his family, Toby now lives
in the Death House. Isolated from the outside world the inhabitants of are watched for any signs of a
mysterious illness . . . Clara was a girl who had everything. Adored by her friends and her family, her life
was destined for greatness. Now, Clara is the newest resident of the Death House and she's determined
not to allow her life to end there. This is Toby and Clara's story. Sarah Pinborough is the SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLING author of BEHIND HER EYES. You can learn more about Sarah
Pinborough at www.sarahpinborough.com, or by following @SarahPinborough on twitter.

Archibald and the Blue Blood Conspiracy
The #1 New York Times bestseller and sequel to Steelheart from Brandon Sanderson, the author of
Oathbringer, coauthor of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time series, and creator of the internationally
bestselling Mistborn trilogy, presents the second book in the Reckoners series: Firefight. And don't miss
Calamity, the exciting conclusion to the Reckoners series! Newcago is free. They told David it was
impossible, that even the Reckoners had never killed a High Epic. Yet Steelheart--invincible, immortal,
unconquerable--is dead. And he died by David's hand. Eliminating Steelheart was supposed to make life
simpler. Instead, it only made David realize he has questions. Big ones. And no one in Newcago can give
him answers. Babylon Restored, the city formerly known as the borough of Manhattan, has possibilities,
though. Ruled by the mysterious High Epic Regalia, Babylon Restored is flooded and miserable, but
David is sure it's the path that will lead him to what he needs to find. Entering a city oppressed by a
High Epic despot is risky, but David's willing to take the gamble. Because killing Steelheart left a hole in
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David's heart. A hole where his thirst for vengeance once lived. Somehow, he filled that hole with
another Epic--Firefight. And now he will go on a quest darker and even more dangerous than the fight
against Steelheart to find her, and to get his answers. Praise for the Reckoners Series: #1 New York
Times Bestselling Series "Another win for Sanderson . . . he's simply a brilliant writer. Period." --Patrick
Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind "Actionpacked." --EW.com "Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick
up on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store." --The A.V. Club

Snapshot
Originally appearing in the Dangerous Women anthology and now available as a solo ebook, Shadows
for Silence in the Forests of Hell is a chilling novella of the Cosmere, the universe shared by Brandon
Sanderson’s Mistborn series and the #1 New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive. When the
familiar and seemingly safe turns lethal, therein danger lies. Amid a forest where the shades of the dead
linger all around, every homesteader knows to follow the Simple Rules: “Don’t kindle flame, don’t
shed the blood of another, don't run at night. These things draw shades.” Silence Montane has broken
all three rules on more than one occasion. And to protect her family from a murderous gang with high
bounties on their heads, Silence will break every rule again, at the risk of becoming a shade herself.

The Red Knight
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A fascinating new novella in Brandon Sanderson's Cosmere, the universe shared by his Mistborn series
and the #1 New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive. Sixth of the Dusk, set in a never-before-seen
world, showcases a society on the brink of technological change. On the deadly island of Patji, where
birds grant people magical talents and predators can sense the thoughts of their prey, a solitary trapper
discovers that the island is not the only thing out to kill him. When he begins to see his own corpse at
every turn, does this spell danger for his entire culture? -------------------- A note from the publisher: For a
detailed behind-the-scenes look at the creation of this novella, including brainstorming and
workshopping session transcripts, the first draft, line-by-line edits, and an essay by Brandon, please see
Shadows Beneath: The Writing Excuses Anthology.

Firefight
The Reckoners Series
Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds, is #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon
Sanderson's novella collection of science fiction thrillers that will make you question reality--including a
never-before-published story. Stephen Leeds is perfectly sane. It's his hallucinations who are mad. A
genius of unrivaled aptitude, Stephen can learn any new skill, vocation, or art in a matter of hours.
However, to contain all of this, his mind creates hallucinatory people—Stephen calls them aspects—to
hold and manifest the information. Wherever he goes, he is joined by a team of imaginary experts to give
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advice, interpretation, and explanation. He uses them to solve problems . . . for a price. His brain is
getting a little crowded and the aspects have a tendency of taking on lives of their own. When a company
hires him to recover stolen property—a camera that can allegedly take pictures of the past—Stephen
finds himself in an adventure crossing oceans and fighting terrorists. What he discovers may upend the
foundation of three major world religions—and, perhaps, give him a vital clue into the true nature of his
aspects. Legion: The Many Lives of Stephen Leeds includes Legion, Legion: Skin Deep and the brand
new, shocking finale to Leeds' story, Lies of the Beholder. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Mitosis
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by visions, a
highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is desperate to save her impoverished
house.

L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the Future Volume 34
"All her life, Spensa has dreamed of becoming a pilot. Of proving she's a hero like her father. She made
it to the sky, but the truths she learned about her father were crushing. The rumors of his cowardice are
true--he deserted his flight during battle against the Krell. Worse, though, he turned against his team and
attacked them. Spensa is sure there's more to the story. And she's sure that whatever happened to her
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father in his starship could happen to her"--

Firstborn
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Words of Radiance, co-author of Robert Jordan's
Wheel of Time series and creator of the internationally bestselling Mistborn Trilogy, Brandon
Sanderson, comes Mitosis, a short story set in the action-packed world of Steelheart: the Reckoners
series. Epics still plague Newcago, but David and the Reckoners have vowed to fight back. Catch all the
action before Firefight, the exciting sequel to Steelheart, hits the shelves.

Elantris
A riveting stand-alone short story from bestselling author Kelley Armstrong. Kat is a sixteen-year-old
vampire, and she's not too happy about it. After an experiment-gone-wrong and a bullet to the heart,
she now hungers for human blood, and the worst part about that is the guilt. But guilt isn't the only thing
stressing her. Kat is being hunted by the Edison Group, a dangerous Cabal that is responsible for her
undead state. Kat is running out of places to hide, and she has no one to turn to—until she meets Chad
and Neil. They're on the run like she is, and they offer to help Kat against their common enemy. But the
boys aren't all that they seem, and for Kat, deciding whether to trust them may be a matter of life or
death. Set in the world of Kelley Armstrong's New York Times bestselling Darkest Powers and Darkness
Rising series, "Hunting Kat" will leave you on the edge of your seat and thirsting for more.
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Too Many Magicians
Jed is a regular kid with a normal, loving family . . . that is, if it's normal for a loving family to drop their
child off in the middle of nowhere and expect him home in time for Sunday dinner. Luckily, Jed excels
at being a regular kid who-armed with wit and determination-can make his way out of any situation. At
least until the morning of his twelfth birthday, when Jed wakes to discover his parents missing.
Something is wrong. Really wrong. Jed just doesn't realize it's floating-city, violent-junk-storm, battlingmetals, Frankensteined-scavengers kind of wrong. Yet. A cryptic list of instructions leads Jed into a
mysterious world at war over . . . junk. Here, batteries and bottled water are currency, tremendously
large things fall from the sky, and nothing is exactly what it seems. Resilient Jed, ready to escape this
upside-down place, bargains his way onto a flying tugboat with a crew of misfit junkers. They set course
to find Jed's family, but a soul-crushing revelation sends Jed spiraling out of control . . . perhaps for good.

The Hero of Ages
There's a new wicked witch in Oz—and her name is Dorothy. This 125-page digital novella is a fresh
and edgy sequel to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum and the prequel to the sassy new
epic adventure Dorothy Must Die. No Place Like Oz, by debut author Danielle Paige, is a compellingly
original reimagining of a beloved classic and is perfect for fans of Cinder by Marissa Meyer, Beastly by
Alex Flinn, and Wicked by Gregory Maguire. Dorothy clicked her heels three times and returned to
Kansas. The end . . . or was it? Although she's happy to be home with Aunt Em, Dorothy has regretted
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her decision to leave Oz ever since. So when a mysterious gift arrives at her doorstep on her sixteenth
birthday, Dorothy jumps at the chance to return to the glittering city that made her a star. Setting off for
the Emerald City, Dorothy is eager to be reunited with her friends: the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman,
and the Cowardly Lion. But she soon discovers that in the time she's been gone, Oz has changed—and
Dorothy has, too. This time, the yellow brick road leads her down a very different path. And before her
journey is through, Dorothy will find that the line between wicked and good has become so blurred she's
not sure which side of it she's on.

The Way of Kings
From multi-award-winning fantasy writer Tim Powers: a secret history of 19th-century London.
London, 1862: a city of stinking fog and dark, winding streets. Adelaide McKee, a former prostitute,
arrives on the doorstep of veterinary doctor John Crawford, a man she met once seven years earlier and
the father of her only child, long presumed dead. She has recently learned that the girl lives - but her life
and soul are sought by a ghostly vampire. And this is no ordinary spirit; the bloodthirsty wraith is that of
John Polidori, Lord Byron's doctor Sweeping from high society to grimy slums, from elegant West End
salons to the pre-Roman catacombs beneath St. Paul's, Hide Me Among the Graves blends the historical
and the supernatural in a unique and dazzling novel.

TEMPESTS AND SLAUGHTER 2
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Set in an alternate reality where Richard the Lionheart’s descendants rule the Anglo-French Empire,
the laws of magic have developed in place of the laws of physics. In this late 20th century world, people
still travel through pea fog by horse and carriage, but magic has made levitation and enchantment spells
the norm, especially at a sorcerer’s convention. The International Sorcerer’s Convention is in full
swing. Until London’s Chief Forensics Sorcerer, Sir James Zwinge, is found dead inside a locked room,
that is. Master Sean O Lochlainn had been at odds with Sir James over competing breakthroughs in
incision-free surgery, making him the prime suspect. It’s up to Lord Darcy to solve Sir James’ murder
and exonerate his own forensic sorcerer and trusted assistant. But the mystery deepens when the murder
of a Naval spy is connected to that of Sir James’ death. Conflict with Poland, a dominating world
power, changes the game and suddenly there is a lot more at stake than the freedom of Lord Darcy’s
old friend. Too Many Magicians was nominated for the Hugo Award in 1967, and the complete Lord
Darcy series later won the Sideways Award for Alternate History.

Mistborn
A Christian family debates the virtues of competition as a quiet thirteen-year-old struggles to train a
playful, one-legged goose to fly before Thanksgiving day.

Armored
Lord Archibald knows the school year is off to a bad start when he is kidnapped and then dramatically
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rescued by a sword-wielding stranger. No complaints if you’re a princess—but not so great when
you’re a scrawny son of a duke in 19th-century England. When other boys are also attacked, it
becomes clear that someone is out for blue blood in Wyndsor, England’s School of Kings. Archie must
put aside his bumbling ways, don his sleuth’s hat and figure out who’s behind the sinister attacks, and
what they’re really after, before it’s too late!

Strange Beasts of China
Benson Fisher thought that a scholarship to Maxfield Academy would be the ticket out of his dead-end
life. He was wrong. Now he’s trapped in a school that’s surrounded by a razor-wire fence. A school
where video cameras monitor his every move. Where there are no adults. Where the kids have split into
groups in order to survive. Where breaking the rules equals death. But when Benson stumbles upon the
school’s real secret, he realizes that playing by the rules could spell a fate worse than death, and that
escape—his only real hope for survival—may be impossible.

Hunting Kat
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist story of
political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action. For a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers
bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the
Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of Infinity," reigned with absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible.
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Then, when hope was so long lost that not even its memory remained, a terribly scarred, heart-broken
half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's most hellish prison. Kelsier "snapped" and
found in himself the powers of a Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader, he turned his talents to
the ultimate caper, with the Lord Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier recruited the underworld's elite, the
smartest and most trustworthy allomancers, each of whom shares one of his many powers, and all of
whom relish a high-stakes challenge. Only then does he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest
heist in history, but the downfall of the divine despot. But even with the best criminal crew ever
assembled, Kel's plan looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named Vin
into his life. Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher life. Vin has learned to
expect betrayal from everyone she meets, and gotten it. She will have to learn to trust, if Kel is to help
her master powers of which she never dreamed. This saga dares to ask a simple question: What if the
hero of prophecy fails? Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive
The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy
Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other
Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The
Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Variant
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Underpowered and overwhelmed, Kenton tries to hold the Sand Masters together as forces political and
personal conspire against them. Now, in one final push, Kenton must tap the most dangerous depths of
his own abilities to combat the enemies within his own guild and discover the truth behind the ambush
that killed his father and almost destroyed the Sand Masters for good.

Brandon Sanderson's White Sand Volume 3 (Signed Limited Edition)
David Charleston will go to any lengths to stop Steelheart--the villainous, seemingly invincible Epic who
killed his father and wreaks havoc on the city that was once Chicago. But to exact revenge in Steelheart's
world, David will need the Reckoners--a shadowy group of rebels bent on maintaining justice in a world
of chaos. And it turns out that the Reckoners might just need David too.

Starsight
The Hero of Ages is the thrilling conclusion to the epic fantasy Mistborn Trilogy for ages 13 and up by
the #1 New York Times bestselling author, Brandon Sanderson. This epic fantasy adventure begins with
Mistborn. To end the Final Empire and restore freedom, Vin killed the Lord Ruler. But as a result, the
Deepness---the lethal form of the ubiquitous mists---is back, along with increasingly heavy ashfalls and
ever more powerful earthquakes. Humanity appears to be doomed. Having escaped death at the climax
of The Well of Ascension only by becoming a Mistborn himself, Emperor Elend Venture hopes to find
clues left behind by the Lord Ruler that will allow him to save the world. Vin is consumed with guilt at
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having been tricked into releasing the mystic force known as Ruin from the Well. Ruin wants to end the
world, and its near omniscience and ability to warp reality make stopping it seem impossible. She can't
even discuss it with Elend lest Ruin learn their plans! The conclusion of the Mistborn trilogy fulfills all
the promise of the first two books. Revelations abound, connections rooted in early chapters of the series
click into place, and surprises, as satisfying as they are stunning, blossom like fireworks to dazzle and
delight. It all leads up to a finale unmatched for originality and audacity that will leave readers rubbing
their eyes in wonder, as if awaking from an amazing dream.
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